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We present the current status of the available data and the calculations
for the cross section of the 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction — accurate knowledge
of which is required for the solar neutrino flux and the primordial 7Li
abundance calculations. Precision measurements are being carried out by
us in the range of Ecm = 1 to 3 MeV using two types of experimental
methods. A brief account of this work is given together with some of the
recent theoretical calculations.
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1. Introduction

The 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction rate has a significant influence on different
fields of physics [1–3]. Consequently, it has been a subject of interest for
more than five decades. Studies have been driven both on the experimental
and the theoretical fronts, primarily, due to the role of the reaction rate as
an essential input to the solar neutrino flux and 7Li abundance calculations
[4–20]. A summary of the experimental data and the calculations of S34(E)
adopted from some of the representative works is shown in Fig. 1, which
highlights the present situation. Here, the S34-factor (in keVb) at a center
of mass energy, E (in keV), is related to the cross section, σ34(E) (in barns),
by S34(E) = Eσ34(E) exp(164.12/E1/2). In general, the existing results
suffer from inconsistencies that yield large uncertainties in the S34-factor
extrapolated to zero energy (S34(0)) [6, 21]. The Weizmann group attempted
to settle down the discrepancies seen in the data, for example, shown in
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Fig. 1 (b) [7] and improve the situation by accurately fixing the absolute
values of S34 around 1MeV. In this work, it is also stressed that the major
observed disagreements between the individual data sets could be attributed
to the systematic uncertainties arising from various components of the setups
used for the measurements. Since then, a large volume of data have been
obtained using three different methods, namely, the detection of the prompt
γ rays resulting from the reaction, the offline measurement of the γ activity
following the decay of the 7Be nuclei and the direct counting of the 7Be
nuclei. Most of the measurements were carried out in the energy range
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Fig. 1. Representative data and calculations of S34. (a) The theoretical calcula-
tions based on the works from Refs. [15] (Kajino-N), [16] (Nollett-N), [17] (De04-N)
and [19] (Neff-N). The S34(E) curves, which have been normalized so as to give
S34(0) = 0.553 keVb, show significant differences in their shapes. (b) Data from
Refs. [4] (Pa’63) and [5] (Kraw’82). A large discrepancy between the two sets
is evident. Such results yield up to 17% uncertainty in the value of S34(0).
(c) Data from Refs. [7] (Weizmann’04), [8] (LUNA’06), [9] (LUNA’07), [10] (Seat-
tle’07) and [12] (ERNA’09, ERNA’09-act). Clearly, the energy dependence ob-
served in the ERNA work above 1MeV is different from that seen in (b) and in
(a) for the curve De04-N. (d) The same as (c) except that the calculations from
Ref. [19] (Neff) without any normalization and the new data obtained from our γ
activity work [22] (Madrid’11) are also included. A good agreement can be seen
between our work and the data from the ERNA Collaboration [12].
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of 0.1 to 1.5MeV and data with much improved accuracies became available
(cf. Fig. 1). Some inconsistencies can still be seen in the data, in particular
in the results above 1MeV from Refs. [4, 12], that could lead to uncertainties
in the value of S34(0) larger than the 5% level recommended in Ref. [2]. See
Fig. 1 for details.

To provide independent data and fix the energy dependence of the
S34-factor above 1MeV, where only two conflicting sets of data from Refs. [4]
and [12] exist, we initiated two measurements by employing two different
techniques, namely, the activity and the recoil detection methods. Here, we
present a summary of our activity work [22] (Fig. 1 (d), Madrid’11) and our
progress towards measuring the cross sections using the Detector of Recoils
And Gammas Of Nuclear reactions (DRAGON) recoil mass separator at
TRIUMF [23–25].

2. Experiments and results

2.1. Activity method

A detailed discussion of the setup and the results is presented in Ref. [22].
Here, we give only a few relevant details. An accurate control over the
experimental parameters was possible and the systematic errors could be
minimized due to the simplicity of our setup. The 3He beam, from the
accelerator at Centro de MicroAnálisis de Materiales (CMAM) in Madrid,
impinged on a 4He gas target that was isolated from the beam line vacuum
and was confined to be inside a chamber by using an Ni foil. Following the
capture reaction, the 7Be nuclei traveled along the beam direction and got
implanted in a Cu catcher that had been placed after the 4He gas target.
Typically, each of our measurements could be completed in less than one
day using a 100 to 150 pnA beam current due to the µb-level cross sections
at medium energies. The Cu catchers were transported, usually within a few
days after such 7Be production and implantation runs, to a well calibrated
and controlled γ counting setup placed in a low background environment
for the activity measurement. The cross section can be deduced accurately
from the observed γ activity because it arises from the well studied deexci-
tation of the 477.6 keV level in 7Li populated by the electron capture of 7Be
with a half life of 53.35 (50) days [26] and a branching ratio of 10.44 (4)%
[26, 27]. Results from this experiment at three different energies in the range
of 1 to 3MeV are shown in Fig. 1 (d) (Madrid’11). It is evident that, while
in agreement with the ERNA work (ERNA’09, ERNA’09-act) [12], our data
do not agree with those from Ref. [4]. In order to confirm our results, further
measurements covering Ecm = 0.4 to 3MeV are planned in the future.
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2.2. Recoil detection method

Our recoil detection measurements were carried out at the TRIUMF
laboratory in Vancouver using 3.5, 5.2 and 6.7MeV 4He beams. The exper-
imental setup was fairly complex in contrast to that used for our activity
work. Some details can be found in Refs. [23, 24]. A windowless differen-
tially pumped 3He gas target was used in conjunction with the two stage
DRAGON recoil mass separator [25]. A silicon (Si) detector, at an angle
of 30◦ with respect to the beam direction, detected the elastically scattered
particles from an Au foil placed upstream from our target chamber. Typi-
cally, these Si spectra were dominated by the scattered beam particles and
a value of ∼ 99% for the beam purity was deduced. Two precisely colli-
mated Si detectors (‘monitor detectors’) were also placed within the target
chamber at angles of 30◦ and 57◦ with respect to the beam direction for a
continuous measurement of the elastically scattered particles. The separator
was optimally tuned so as to effectively suppress the beam and efficiently
transfer the 7Be (3+) recoils from the target chamber to the focal plane,
where a Double Sided Si Strip Detector (DSSSD) had been placed for the
particle detection. All of the data was collected using an acquisition system
with live time, tl, between 80 to 99%. The capture cross section, σ34, can
be deduced from the number of 7Be recoils detected by the DSSSD, Nf

7Be
,

via the relation
Nf

7Be
tlεsqf

= σ34NpNt. Here, Np, Nt, εs and qf are the num-
ber of beam particles, the areal number density of the target, the detection
efficiency (the product of the separator transmission efficiency and the quan-
tum efficiency of the DSSSD) and the fraction of the recoils in the charge
state selected by the separator, respectively. In this paper, we summarize
some of our recent results corresponding to these quantities as well as the
background contributions to Nf

7Be
, which must be known with good accura-

cies in order to minimize the uncertainties in the values of σ34. Some of the
details regarding the cross section measurement and the beam suppression
of DRAGON for the present reaction can also be found in Refs. [23] and [24],
respectively.

The beam intensity, Ip, was measured every one hour by using a Faraday
cup placed slightly upstream from the target chamber. Np could be reliably
estimated by normalizing the total number of the scattered particles detected
by the ‘monitor detectors’ (see above) with the rate of the beam particles
obtained using Ip [25]. Our initial analysis yields an uncertainty of ∼ 8% in
Np, which would be one of the dominant sources of error.

A measured density profile of our differentially pumped 3He target using
a 3.5% enriched gas was discussed in Ref. [23]. The detected γ-ray yield from
a small volume of the target gas, arising from a resonance in the 3He(12C,
p γ)14N reaction at Ecm = 2.389,MeV, was used to monitor the target den-
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sity profile. In the present work, we repeated these measurements using a
12.1MeV 12C beam and a target gas with pressures in the range of 3 to 6
Torr and an isotopic purity better than 99%. The γ rays from the reaction
were detected using a collimated BGO detector. As indicated in Fig. 2, all of
the events in the spectrum correspond to the 3.38, 3.89, 5.11 and 6.44MeV
prompt γ rays from the reaction. The 511 keV escape peaks can also be seen.
In the inset of Fig. 2, the total normalized γ-ray yield of all of the peaks
in the spectrum is shown as a function of the detector position relative to
the center of the target. In contrast to the expectations, the γ-ray yield
(representing the target density) does not go to zero around the positions
±120mm. Currently, we do not have an explanation for this result. The
theoretical fits ((inset) black/blue and light gray/red curves) give a target
length of ∼ 125mm with a 4% uncertainty. This preliminary value together
with the continuously monitored pressure of the 3He target gives a ∼ 5%
error in Nt.
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Fig. 2. A typical spectrum of the γ rays, from the 3He(12C, p γ)14N reaction,
detected by the BGO detector. (Inset) The normalized total γ-ray yield (green
filled circles) as a function of the detector position relative to the center of the
target. The light gray/red and black/blue fits give two some what different values
of 123 and 127 mm, respectively for the length of the gas target. See the text for
details.

The acceptance cone angle of the separator was determined by carry-
ing out measurements with an α source placed along the beam axis inside
the target chamber. The α particles passed through one of the collimators
(having 17, 19 and 21mrad geometric cone half-angles and a good align-
ment with the gas target) and the separator before getting detected by the
DSSSD. An analysis of the variation of the DSSSD event rate as a func-
tion of the collimator solid angle resulted in an acceptance cone half-angle
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of 21.0(6)mrad for the separator [23]. This result was also confirmed in a
separate experiment via the detection of the 17F recoils in the DSSSD from
the d(16O, n) reaction at beam energies of 922, 952 and 971A keV. In this
case, the DSSSD event rates were analyzed using the well understood inverse
kinematics of this reaction, namely, the maximum cone angle of the recoils is
0◦ at the threshold beam energy of 908.06AkeV and increases gradually with
the energy. Two-dimensional histograms, which we refer to as ‘pixel maps’,
are shown in Fig. 3. They give the number of implanted 7Be (3+) recoils as
a function of the DSSSD pixel, i.e., the implantation profile over the area of
the DSSSD. Here, a pixel can be identified with the corresponding numbers
of x- (on x-axis) and y- (y-axis) strips of the detector. Clearly, the profiles
show that the number of implantations are not symmetric with respect to
the center of the DSSSD. Such a situation can arise, for example, from the
non-optimal settings of the separator and from any misalignments of the
centers of the target chamber and the DSSSD relative to the beam axis.
Since the cone half-angles of the reaction and the separator acceptance are
similar, some of the 7Be recoils may not be reaching the active area of the
DSSSD. This results in an under-counting of the recoils. We are currently
performing detailed simulations, in line with those presented in Ref. [28], to
reproduce the ‘pixel maps’ (cf. Fig. 3) and estimate the loss of the recoils.

Fig. 3. The ‘pixel maps’ correspond to the measurements carried out at beam
energies of 6.7 (left) and 3.5MeV (right). See the text for details.

The charge state distribution (CSD) studies were carried out by sending
9Be (2+) beams of 0.29, 0.42 and 0.54AMeV through the 3He gas target.
These energies were selected so as to match with the velocities of the 7Be
recoils produced using 3.5, 5.2 and 6.6MeV 4He beams of our interest. The
DRAGON separator was then tuned to select the Be nuclei in one of the
possible charge states. The Faraday cups before the target chamber and
after the first magnetic dipole of the separator [25] (having typical dark cur-
rents of 4 and 12 pA, respectively) were used for counting the Be nuclei and
deducing the qf values and the CSD. Our observations showed that for the
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aforementioned energies, ∼ 40 to 60% of the recoils had the 3+ charge state
at the exit of the gas target. The 7Be recoils, with their velocities matched
to that of 9Be, are expected to give the same results. For the gas target
pressures of 1 and 5 Torr, the CSD of the Be nuclei were measured to be the
same within the experimental uncertainties. Therefore, we conclude that
an equilibrium in the CSD of Be nuclei was already reached below 1 Torr.
Currently, we are estimating the errors in the values of qf utilizing our mea-
surements and the systematics from previous such measurements carried out
at DRAGON [29]. In particular, the latter should help us deduce the lowest
pressure at which the CSD reaches its equilibrium. It is worth noting that
the 4He (3+) ion is not physically possible. Therefore, it is usually preferred
to tune the DRAGON separator so as to select the 7Be (3+) recoils and
achieve high suppression for the beam. The background contributions to
Nf

7Be
were investigated in Ref. [24] using a 4He beam of 6.6MeV energy and

a 3He target. Figure 4 shows the DSSSD spectra from this work. The peak
with an area of 11, 500 counts seen in Fig. 4 (a) between 600 to 720 channels
corresponds to 7Be recoils. The total numbers of counts in the same region
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Fig. 4. Histograms of the particles detected simultaneously in any of the x and
y-strips of the DSSSD during ∼ 9 hour data collections [24]. (a) The spectrum
corresponds to the measurement with a 4He beam impinging on the 3He target.
The DRAGON separator was tuned to select the 7Be (3+) recoils. The spectra cor-
responding to the attenuated 4He beam that was tuned to go through the separator
and the background with no beam are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. Only
negligible contributions from background with or without beam can be seen, for
example, in between the channels 600 to 720, where the 7Be recoil peak is present.
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are relatively negligible both for the attenuated 4He beam (Fig. 4 (b)) and
the background with no beam (Fig. 4 (c)). Therefore, the background contri-
butions to Nf

7Be
from these two sources can be ignored in this case. However,

the two-dimensional 7Be spectrum of energy versus identification number of
the DSSSD strip from our more recent measurement indicates that the back-
ground could be different under different experimental conditions. See Fig. 5
for more details.

As discussed above, we are still at a preliminary stage of analysis and
more refinements may be expected in the near future. After noting the levels
of uncertainties in our results presented here, we would like to stress that
the cross section measurements with accuracies better than 10% are feasible
using our DRAGON setup.

Fig. 5. The two-dimensional histogram of energy versus identification number for
the vertical (0–15) and the horizontal (16–31) strips of the DSSSD. (Inset) The one-
dimensional projection onto the x-axis. Therefore, it shows the combined energy
spectrum for all of the strips. Three significant peaks can be seen apart from the
intense 7Be recoil peak around 3.4MeV. The origin of these additional peaks and
their influence on the error in Nf

7Be are being investigated.

3. Discussion and future

From the summary presented in Fig. 1 and the description of our results
in the preceding sections, it can be noted that further data are yet required
in a wide energy range of Ecm = 0.1 to 3MeV. In this regard, one should
note that each of the aforementioned experimental techniques is suitable
only to a limited energy range, therefore, the use of different methods be-
comes inevitable to obtain consistent data. In such situations, an overlap
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in the energy range of different data sets is essential for a comparison of
the results and consistent data evaluations. Furthermore, the data would
be more reliable if different techniques could be simultaneously employed
as in the case of the ERNA Collaboration. Clearly, future data motivated
by these facts will play highly important roles. We would like to note that
the three activity data points (Madrid’11) presented in Fig. 1 (d) are evenly
distributed in the range of Ecm = 1 and 3MeV and agree with the ERNA
work. Supported by this result, our future work is planned at energies above
1MeV so as to fix the energy dependence of the S34-factor accurately [11].

Several observations can be made via a comparison between different
calculations and the data sets, which could also help plan the future works
to improve the accuracy in the value of S34(0). For example, some of the
theoretical calculations have an overall apparent agreement with the avail-
able data for either the present reaction [19] or the 3H(α, γ)7Li ‘sister re-
action’ [16] that has not been studied in recent years; but, none of the
calculations are in simultaneous agreement with the data for both of these
two reactions. Therefore, new measurements of the ‘sister reaction’ are
strongly recommended for an evaluation of the theories. We also note that
the discrepancies between any two different theoretical calculations for the
cross sections of the two reactions become smaller when a common artificial
scaling factor is used. Further theoretical work will be required in order to
understand the origin of this scaling factor and compare different types of
calculations [30]. In some cases, the theories can be modified to obtain a
reasonable agreement between the calculations and the S34 data [14]. How-
ever, the 3He(α, α)3He elastic scattering data obtained a few decades ago
cannot be simultaneously reproduced by these calculations. Therefore, new
measurements on this reaction are also strongly suggested. It is also worth
stressing that some of the theoretical calculations have apparent differences
in the s-and d-wave contributions to the S34-factor [11]. To constrain theo-
ries and restrict the spread in the extrapolations, data of these contributions
should be obtained by measuring the angular distribution of the prompt
γ rays from the currently studied reaction.

In summary, focused efforts are yet required on the present reaction as
well as the related reactions in order to quote a long sought after final value
of S34(0) with the best possible accuracy.
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the status of the calculations. This work has been supported by the UK
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